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Within developmental psychology and music education research there has long been an interest in understanding the extent to which musical skills and activities rest on the same kinds of abilities and attributes underpinning other social and cognitive skills (Moorhead & Pond, 1977).  For example, researchers has have sought to address the question of whether musical ability and musical awareness are attributes which emerge as a result of ‘innate’ or genetically predisposed factors (for a review see Trehub, 2001).  The literature on musicality and music-related behaviour during the pre-school years touches on various factors, interests and theoretical orientations, and certainly within child development and psycho-acoustic traditions many of the basic and well-established findings, such as the infant’s predisposition towards melodic countour, have come out offrom the experimental laboratory (Thorpe, et al, 1988; Trehub, et al, 1993; Demany et al, 1977; Trehub & Nakata, 2001).  
An additional theme of work in contemporary research emphasises the social-interpersonal and emotional elements of the infant and young child’s musicality.  Stemming in part from the early work of Trevarthen and colleagues (Trevarthen & Hubley, 1978; Trevarthen & Malloch, 2002; Trevarthen, 2002), although the biological predisposition towards musicality is recognised, what is emphasised is the interdependence between predispositions and interpersonal factors.  Citing the significance of the infant’s  earliest proclivities towards imitation, responding to rhythm, and orientation to co-participation (Kugiumutzakis, 19831993; Meltzoff & Moore, 19921983; Malloch, 1999), Trevarthen (2005) proposes that from the very beginning the infant human is oriented towards, and participates in, rhythmic displays of sympathetic reciprocation.  From the start they ‘seek the rhythm of companionship’, and that, 

“A newborn baby fatigues easily, and has to obey the urgent demands of a fast-growing body in a new environment, with requirements for nourishment, comfort and sleep that can only be met by a sensitive caregiver.  But the wish to relate is already there, and can be roused to sympathetic reciprocation.  It does so with ‘musicality’, with imitations that serve as attractive melodic notes of phrases to confirm or provoke contact, and with the improvisation of a narrative of feelings that is excited by both the changing motives of the self, and the subtle contingent expressions of the other.  In a good proto-conversation with a 2-month-old infant, infant and adult carry one another as complementary partners in a satisfying duet” (p. 102). 

Vocal exchanges between mothers and infants in a turn-taking pattern is established from the earliest months (Schaffer, 1984). By one year the ‘peek-a-boo’ game playing of early interaction (Bruner & Sherwood, 1975) appears to make it easier for young children to understand the requirements of language based conversation (Rutter & Durkin, 1987).  More recently, commentators have argued that synchronic attunement in parent-child interaction, where the child and caregiver co-ordinate and integrate their exchanges in a mutually reciprocal fashion is a key factor for social, emotional and cognitive growth during the pre-school years (Harrist & Waugh, 2002). 
Extending these ideas Young (2003a) highlights the significance of the interpersonal dimension for musical awareness and creativity in young children, alluding to the interdependence of musicality and the dominant musical ideas of any given culture.  In discussing her analysis of the spontaneous music-play behaviour of 3-4 year olds, she suggests that the interpersonal processes of music making are fragile and easily disturbed by over-directive, poorly timed responses by an adult partner.  In a related study of 2-3 year-olds’   spontaneous singing, focusing on time-based practices and the interpersonal dynamics of interaction for young children, Young (2006) comments on the structural dynamics of emotional engagement (affective interaction) within spontaneous musical activity, suggesting that young children use such ‘dynamic contours’ to help make sense of out new experiences.  As she puts it, 

“..singing provides young children  with one means among many, a musical means, to engage with experience…..[and]….the conversion of experience into a musical form makes it very malleable and adaptable in this dimension of time and its representation of space (Young, 2003b). Children can then integrate the musical structure into some new activity – with bodily movement, with objects in the environment, with others in communication.” (p. 275).  

The work of the musicologist Bjørkvold (19851992) expresses similar sentiments in that he argues that the spontaneous musicality that occurs within child culture is much closer in form and function to the concept of play that than to the traditional adult concept of music.  
	Alongside these identifiable themes, musicologists and developmental psychologists have sought to understand the emergence of musicality in terms of process, dynamics and ecology, i.e., by conducting more detailed studies of small groups, or of single, children longitudinally (Papousek & Papousek, 1981; Suthers, 2001; McKernon, 1979; Bjørkvold, 19851992; Mang, 2001).  Papousek & Papousek (1981), for example, and adopting a cognitive-developmental orientation, examined the emerging musicality of one child over the first 16 months, providing musical and phonemic transcriptions, spectrographic analysis and analysis of temporal structure, noting amongst other things, that their target child displayed an orientation to harmonic structure by 16 months.  Similarly, Mang (2001) studied 8 girls longitudinally between ages of 18 and 38 months, recording their early vocalizations, speech and spontaneous songs.  Her work indicates that identifying precisely the distinction between children’s speech and song is difficult, suggesting that children go through a ‘fuzzy boundary’ period before their early ‘acoustic intermediate’ vocalizations differentiate into distinct ‘adult-like’ speech and songs. 
	Mang’s (2001) analysis distinguished between vocalizations which exhibit linguistic traits, for example the exaggerated syllable length indicative of the prosody of a poem and those with musical traits such as producing a melodic contour when invited to sing.  This kind of analysis highlights only one of the challenges with formulating a formally specified theory of musical development.  Looking in more depth at the processes involved during this differentiation period, Mang (2005) outlines a model of the affiliation between learned songs and self-generated songs.  This view rests on a cognitive-developmental account whereby the child gradually acquires the ability to decompose and reconfigure key features of learned songs, thus enhancing their later abilities (around the 3-4 year period) to produce spontaneous ‘narrative songs’, ‘musical monologues’ and ‘imaginative songs’.  Hair (1997) however reminds us that developmental psychology’s emphasis on stages, phases and critical periods has remained the impetus for competing theories of musical development (e.g., Hargreaves, 1999; Hannon & Trainor, 2007) and on occasion care has to be take to differentiate research focusing on the development of musicality itself from work highlighting the effects of musical training on cognitive or social development (Campbell, 1991; Costi-Giomi, 1999).  The extent to which musical development rests upon, or is directly related to, cognitive development remains unclear.  
	Alongside this kind of challenge there remains a difficulty with highlighting the specific procedures and practices children engage in when moving from one developmental phase where they exhibit a particular set of musical competencies or skills to a distinctly different stage.  In other words although significant work is focused on measuring abilities and skills at different points in time (e.g., Howard & Welch, 2003; Moore, Burland & Davidson, 2003), much less is known about the fine-detail of everyday spontaneous musical behaviour in fine-grained detail as Young (2006) has intimated.  




The primary methodology employed in this study is the longitudinal case-study approach.  Within developmental psychology there is a long history of the case-study and the close observation of single children (Wallace et al, 1994).  The advantages of such a method, e.g., richness of information, the ability to identify fine-grained developmental patterns, the representativeness of behaviours across a period of time, and so on, have to be offset against disadvantages, such as difficulties establishing the generality of the findings and questions of reliability (although, see Flyvbjerg (2006) for a useful summary of misconceptions regarding case-study research).  Unique to this particular data set is that the available data corpus has been produced in a digitised form, lodged at a child-language research data-bank, and associated transcriptions produced linked to each video-recording.  This serves to help offset potential disadvantages as well as provide a data set for music researchers.  It is also important to note that the form of case-study method employed here is best described as an exemplary case, that is one which provides an account of an instance held to be ‘representative’, ‘typical’ or ‘paradigmatic’ of some given category or situations​[1]​.  Such case studies are well-suited to exposition and instruction, as Reason (1985) has noted. 
	With reference to the significance of participant involvement in the research process, Wallace, et al, (1994) make the point that the case study method in developmental psychology has a long and well-respected history, particularly in the area of child language. They also point out that ‘reconsideration of the case study method, in the field of child language as elsewhere, is buttressed by the availability of modern recording equipment.  Needless to say interpretation enters into the initial recording decisions and, also it is important to stress, into subsequent data selection, audio and video tape production and transcription.  Ashmore, MacMillan & Brown (2004) draw attention to the dangers of assuming that video-recordings are somehow more ‘objective’ than, for example hand-written notes, and qualifications of this nature appears to underpin the increasing practice of making available audio and video-recordings of extracts discussed in discourse and conversation analysis (e.g., the audio corpus linked to Schegloff (1992).​[2]​ 




The available data corpus was examined in detail and all examples where the child exhibited music or music-related behaviours were noted for further analysis.  The criteria underpinning selection focused solely on behaviours which are commonly understood as music-related including: repetitive rhythmic movement; repetitive sound/song events which exhibited distinctive prosodic contour changes (rise/fall); singing; percussive actions; song-play and related rhythmic play patterns of behaviour.  The approach taken is best described as ethnomethdologically informed, in that (a) the selection consisted of events where there was evidence in the sequence of the interaction itself, that participants displayed some orientation to the event as musical in some manner, and (b) detailed extracts employing the conversation analytic approach were produced so as to highlight further detail of the interactional sequences​[4]​.  
Conversation analysis originally emerged as a specific method aligned with an approach in sociology known as ethnomethodology. Ethnomethodologists focus on people’s own ideas and understandings about whatever it is they are doing and it is these understandings which guide the analytic enterprise. Ethnomethodology has been described as ‘the study of the common, everyday, naturally ocurring, mundame methods that are used by people to produce and manage the common, everyday activities of the everyday social world’ (Livinstone, 1987, p. 10) and involves  a rational analysis of the structures, procedures and strategies that people themselves use when they are making, and making sense of, their everyday world. Conversation analysis itself aims to show how meanings and representations in discourse are produced through the structures, procedures and practices of talk. Conversation analysts have been principally concerned with classifying and describing the structures and general procedures employed by people in understanding and taking part in conversations (Psathas 1995). These include turn-taking, closing conversations, introducing topics, asking questions, making requests and other related features of talk.  There has been a call in recent times for the adoption of qualitative methods in music research (Roulston, 2006) and conversation analysis serves serves as an apposite such an example (Roulston, 2006) given the focus on sequence, temporality and interactional dynamics, a point emphasised some years ago in Sudnow’s (1978) ethnomethodological study of the acquisition of jazz piano skills​[5]​.  

The data and extract example production











One way of describing the overall developmental profile of emerging musicality for this child, over and above the not unexpected observation that the number of examples increases, is that during the first phase the earliest expressions of musicality revolve around rhythmic interaction with another person.  There is then a phase with more expressions of musicality with reference to word play, and more instances of repetition and imitation.  This is  followed finally by a phase where we find self-focused play musicality – events and forms of music-like behaviour which involve narrative play and dialogue.  For summary overview purposes the occurrences examples of musicality identified in the corpus are described with regard to the form they take, the function they have and co-participants’ responses to themadditional observations regarding their occurrence. In order to highlight aspects of each phase, additional summary tables precede each description of the time-period considered. 

Period 1: Musicality, rhythm and rhyme and interaction.


Table 1 2 here


A number of points can be made regarding this first phase.  First of all, and in contrast to earlier work in the area, it is not until the child isGiven the constraints of the recording context (e.g., the child in a high-chair) and the observation that the original research focus was on the child’s conversational skills (not musicality), it may not be particularly surprising that it is not until 17 months old that an event occurs which her co-participant orients to as musical in some explicit way.  This is not to say that in the earlier recordings (which begant at 1 year) we do not see examples where the child exhibits behaviour which other analysts might categorise as musical​[9]​.  However, if the concern is first and foremost withconcern is with explicit  musicality as a social practice, and notwithstanding the observation that these recordings are solely of when the child was sitting in a high-chair, then it may be noteworthy that it is not until the child is producing one and two-word utterances that we find occurrences of ‘social musicality’ in this context.  A second point to note is that in at least 5 of the extracts there is a marked sensitivity by both participants (the child and parent) to the joint nature of these ‘musical’ moments, which is interesting given the original pragmatic language focus of the recordings.  For example, in extract 4, the child pays very careful attention to the arm and body movements the parent is making alongside the nursery song, imitating and participating throughout.  A third feature of musicality during this phase is the close inter-relationship between rocking, moving, rhyme and the production of song-like sounds.  An example of this is clear in extract 2 where the request to hear some music comes about after the child simply moves her head from side-to-side against the back of her high-chair.  Another observation is that during this early period musicality rarely occurs spontaneously, i.e., initiated by the child herself, and we might note that sometimes when this does happen (e.g., in extract 1), she responds to this being referred tocomment on her behaviour somewhat unfavourably.
There is also evidence of a marked interest in music itself, for example specific requests to hear some, and an associated orientation to what is involved (e.g., beginning to move rhythmically before the music actually begins).  Notable also during this time is that this child can display an ability to play around with different songs, and do so during the same musical event or ‘performance’.  In other words it is interesting that at this point, before a sophisticated level of language development has been reached, the ability to engage in a systematic manner with ‘musical sound objects’ is apparent.  We can turn to our first extract example to consider this event in closer detail.


Extract A1​[10]​:				                            Child age 1 year 10 months

Context:  Father and child eating lunch. Prior to the extract an older sibling has left the room singgning quietly as she leaves. 















The interaction begins around line 5 with the child making a vocalisation, raising her hand and moving her body from side-to-side. Very shortly after this, the father repeats what she has just said and mimics her actions.  While there seems to be little relationship between this first series of actions and the song-play which follows, what is noticeable is that the child’s movements do not stop – that is she continues to move while making her next utterance (line 9).  It transpires that this is a request for the father  to begin singing a nursery rhyme (old King Cole​[11]​).  Across lines 9-13 we find an early example of self-repair by the child – that is in response to the failure of her co-participant to reply to her request, she (line 11 and 13) makes two additional attempts at what she is saying, leading finally to a third atttempt (line 13), where while looking directly at the father, changes ‘cobb’ to ‘cole’ (with a falling intonation on the last syllable) and slows down, nearly stopping, her accompanying gesture.  
	In response, the father asks ‘was it cold?’, spoken quickly and responded to somewhat ambiguously.  That is, the child treats what he has said as somehow correct (by nodding her head line 17), subsequent to which the father then repairs what he has said, using a recognition preface ‘oh’, and then asking a question ‘old King Cole’.  The manner of her reply, a quiet ‘yea’, repeated nodding, a close ‘open-mouthed’ look at the father followed by an ‘out-breath’ as the song gets under way is noteworthy.  The question arises as to why the father treats her response as a request for him to sing, or for some singing to begin.  It remains unclear why her repeated utterances and particular gestures (lines 9-13) are treated as request for the ‘doing singing nursery rhymes’ practice to begin.  
	The next striking thing about the sequence is that while the father is singing (line 23) Ella begins an utterance (which might be seen as an interruption) which turns out to be her attempt at referring to another nursery rhyme.  Notice that when she does this, she turns her body slightly, bending into the interaction, raising her arm and repeating the gesture – the same gesture she used for the first song  - line 24).  The father immediately changes to the next requested song simultaneously mimicking her actions.  These indications of synchronic musicality present during the production of these play-songs are a particular feature of the examples in the first phase. 
	This format  - father singing – child interrupting with alternative song, is repeated at line 31-35.  As the father is singing and ‘doing the actions’ of the second song (‘Rosie and Jim’), Ella interrupts in a very marked manner – by stretching and slightly altering the sound she makes (a:::wol dub), finishing with an emphasis on ‘dub’.  Interestingly, the father’s response to this is not (a) one of surprise or (b) misunderstanding, but instead laughter (line 35).  As he laughs she repeats her utterance, but it is worth noting there is a marked contrast between the first and the second ‘tub’ (lines 33 and 36).  
Apart from the first being louder than the second, and although spoken as an overlap, shorter and lower in pitch, this turn-at-talk may be an early example of the child’s methodic ‘doing formulating’ i.e., formulating the methodic practice associated with the production of a request where when a second request quickly follows on from a first, in something of the manner described above, then it marks out that the speaker considers that the hearer of the initial request has indeed heard the first request​[12]​.  It also serves as a form of emphasis which presupposes mutual recognition that speaker and listener understand what is being requested.  This is a subtle practice and can only be understood with reference to the ongoing sequence of turn-events.  An indication that indeed, the hearer does understand is evident in the manner in which the father immediately changes to this requested tune (‘Rub-a-dub-dub) without comment.  It is only when (line 39) he has started performing this song (now third song) again she interrupts, this time without a hand gesture, but with a marked movement of the body, that the father explicitly draws attention to what has been going on with this singing (line 40) with his comment that she is mixing songs.
	From this point, the father then moves to instruct her to sing in something of a duet form, but with alternative tunes (line 43).  After pointing out what she is doing, he then suggests she sing ‘Rosie and Jim’ (she begins in line 42) while he continues singing ‘rub-a-dub-dub’).  
	The limitations of the child’s singing skills bear on the nature of the interaction and turn-sequence, in that as she appears only to be able to sing one or two song-phrases, she (e.g., line 42 & 45) and has finished her song while her partner continues.  From lines 52-55 again we have the pattern of both participants starting alternate songs, the child finishes first and then interrupting her father to change tunes.  Again, in lines 50 and 57, having sung her rendition of ‘rub-a-dub-dub’ she then requests a changeover, but this, and for the first time in the data corpus, refers explicitly to singing ( sing dub – lines 60-61) and while doing so again uses the original ‘raised arm’ gesture.




Period 2: Musicality, word play and interpersonal relations.

Turning to the next period there are a number of indications that this child’s musicality finds expression in more complex forms yet no longer necessarily intermeshed with co-participation. 


Table 2 3 HERE


Over and above noting a slight increase in the number of examples during this next phase, the summary suggests that by 2.5 years the child can respond appropriately to specific requests to produce music and does so with increased interest and enjoyment.  In one sense the forms of musicality exhibited have moved away from the ‘affective-emotive’ parent-child interdependence we saw in the first phase, with now numerous instances where the music-making is self-focused and self-initiated.  It is also interesting that in this phase there would appear to be a close relationship between musicality and word articulation.  In extract 12 for examples, in her rendition of ‘do-a-dear’ (from the Sound of Music) she exhibits considerable interest in emphasising specific words (cup, female deer) and does so in a manner where there is a marked contrast between the ‘musical’ elements of her song and these words.  Such an observation accords with the findings of Mang (2001) and what she terms the ‘fuzzy boundary’ of speech-song vocalisations around this time.  Similarly, in another instance (extract 17) song change occurs following an apparent association between words, which indicates that certain sound-play utterances may enhance or at least trigger spontaneous song production. 
	Another noteworthy observation is that the child now produces songs and sounds as specific attention-getting procedures, particularly where others are talking amongst themselves (extract 14, 16 and 17), suggesting that the child herself has acquired some knowledge regarding the noteworthiness, for others, of her musicality.  Finally, her interest in producing, recognising and displaying knowledge of songs is quite marked in this phase.  One example of this is in extract 3 below, where she makes a sustained effort to point out to her sister that the song she is singing is incorrect and then proceeds to perform the correct version.  Singing has become a distinctly marked and noteworthy noticeable event for this child as a participant.   (see further analysis of this extract below).  Throughout this period it is also clear that the interpersonal dimension of musicality is important – responding to other’s songs, using singing to interrupt others, producing songs on request by others and displaying an ability to deliberately change the words of songs so that this is noticed and commented on by others (e.g., in extract 16).  
As before, we can employ a conversation analytic examination of two extractsan extract example during this period order to look in more depth at the interweaving of turn-taking, action, word-play and spontaneous song production at this time, as in the following extract (extract this is example 12 in Table 23).


Extract 2B:				                            Child age 2 years 2 months

Context:  This extract begins towards the end of a lunch-time meal. Shortly before Ella and her father have been discussing nursery rhymes, and the extract begins with the father, having dried her face promising to go and get some paper for her (to draw). 















The first indication of musicality begins in line 3 where, as she is handing a cloth back to her father, the stretching out of the phrase ‘daddy’ takes on a musical contour (slightly rhythmic repetitiveness at the end of the phrase).  From there (and across lines 5-9) she produces a brief song-sound which seems to serves as a beginning point for a whole series of musical utterances/phrases interspersed across the next 50 seconds and which transform this initial phrase (line 7 – in mo::dye) into (put a fee male dear cup – line 35).   A description of the sequence of events will help bring out what is going on. 
 The brief song of lines 5-9 exhibits a noticeable ‘rise/fall’ as it ends, finishing as she puts her hands into her mouth.  In line 10, the father then informs her he is going out of the room (for a second time – he did so just before this extract begins), moves past the camera and leaves the kitchen (and the child on her own).  After nearly 3 seconds she begins to repeat her song (the song of line 7), and by now (line 12) we hear a marked contrast between first/second part of the song – where the second might be read as being performed for the now absent father.  
	Next, at line 14, we appear to have an approximation of ‘it went more up’ followed by a rhythmic 2 part repetition of ‘a dye-dye’, and at line 16 this sound changes to ‘fee meal dye’ , a sound or phrase closer to her final song-phrase.  Around line 18 the child then introduces a quite different phrase where there is considerable emphasis on the word ‘cup’, followed then by 2 further repetitions of ‘female dear’ (lines (20, 22).  At line 24, there is a subsequent repetition with a deletion of ‘boop/pu cup’ and once again (lines 26, 28) repetitions of the, for want of a better term, template phrase.  So, we seem to have a pattern where the child articulates a base phrase (twice) then introduces a novel term, and then repeats this cycle once again.  Notice around line 30-36 two other word/sounds appear but interweaved with the repetition of ‘female dear’.  The sound/song/phrase she develops and transforms can be heard at lines, 7, 12, 14, 16, 20, 22, 26, 28, 34, 38, 42 and 44). 
	It is also the case that across lines 34-42 the musical word/song insertion is accompanied by increasing animation and rhythmic movement – which may be related to the child being able to hear her father returning to the room.  Notice that at line 43, just before he enters the room, her song is by now a loud shout and as he enters and walks over to the table Ella then produces a phrase ‘put a fee male dear cup’ with considerable clarity, volume and emphasis. 
	In Line 45 the child seems to bring all the various word/sound elements together (put, cup, female deer) and as she speaks she looks up directly at the father.  Whether this is by way of monitoring his attentiveness or not is unclear, but the father’s subsequent response ‘oh you mean’ does appear to presuppose his recognition that she has been doing something noteworthy (singing a song).  Thus we see him singing, by way of reply or recognition, a song possibly related to what she has been singing (he sings the next lines of the song she is singing).  The father’s utterances at line 49 and 54, appear to treat what she has been doing as ‘singing a song for him to recognise, however her immediate and negative response to this suggestion indicates that treating her actions as distinctly musical may not been viewed as necessarily positive (at least in the sense that she is deliberately ‘doing singing’).  
	This extract serves as a good example of the interrelationship between word-play, the development of sentence construction and singing competence.  Ever since the early work of Papousek & Papousek (1981), developmental psychologists and musicologists have speculated on the relationship between children’s earliest vocalisations and musicality, and details of this kind help highlight something of the fine-grained details involved.  During this period however, it is not only word/song development that is implicated in the emergence of musicality, but also the interdependence between musical behaviour and the child’s growing understanding of  interpersonal dynamics, as in the following extract. 

(a) Extract 3:				                            Child age 2 years 4 months

Context:  Family breakfast time, F and E at kitchen table eating and older sibling walking around the room (out of camera). F reading as he eats and turned away from E – E facing out towards older sibling. 

















At the start of the extract the child’s older sister (Eva) begins singing and as she does so, Ella although eating, begins to rock in motion along with the rhythm of the song.  Watching her sister, she then interrupts, commenting on her singing, and does so while moving to the side to see past her father.  Across lines 9-11, and in response to a clarification request from her sister, Ella repeats her observation, and then when her sister continues singing, resumes a rocking motion.  We might notice that around line 22, after her sister has transformed the words of the song inappropriately (making the song rude), the father turns towards the child, who displays no obvious response to his doing so.  However, as we will see, when the sister changes the words of a song that the child appears to know well, Ella’s response is marked.   Around lines 33-34 Ella and the sister both begin singing however as Ella moves to lift some food to her mouth she drops the food and immediately stops.  At this point her sister continues singing and by line 36 as she begins to say ‘big fat’, Ella stops what she is doing, quickly raises her head – open mouthed and with a wide-eyed expression on her face- and before Eva finishes singing, utters a loud scream, raises her index finger in the air and utters a stretched ‘I’.  After a very brief pause (line 38) she then corrects her sister, disagreeing with what she has just sung, which is interesting given that other-correction by children is very rare around this age (Goodwin, 1983).  We might note that just after her scream, and at the point where Ella utters a falling pitched ‘no’, (line 39) the father turns towards her, stops eating and begins watching what the child is doing. 
	At this point, (line 41) as Ella speaks she begins to rock her body from side to side, the motion appearing to gather pace such that by lines 43-45 she stops talking and begins singing, performing the song she recognises as familiar from her nursery school.  Precisely at the point in the song where she sings ‘gooby woogy’ her sister joins in, which is then followed immediately by the father who begins to laugh.  Ella then comments that she sings this song at nursery (line 48), and before responding it is noteworthy, that is with respect to social criteria for accountability and saving face, that the father turns first towards the sister, then back again, and while Eva continues to sing the song in the background, he repeats Ella’s statement in the form of a clarification request to which she responds affirmatively with a head-nod (while resuming eating – line 49).  What is interesting about this extract is that Ella makes considerable effort to produce an other-repair, and yet it remains somewhat unclear whether the person she is directing her repair at (the sister), actually takes up the repair or orients towards her comment.  The father’s movements and responses may indicate uncertainty regarding who her comment is directed at, and also may be oriented towards ameliorating potential interactional difficulty if it is the case that her repair is ignored.  
There are also indications of a sensitivity to ‘saving face’ evident in the observation that the child orients to being accountable for her actions several times in this extract.  She first tells her sister that she sings the song at nursery (i.e. I am interrupting you for good reason, I know that song) and repeats this when her father begins laughing.  She also utters ‘ehm’ after she interrupts and performs the first part of the repair, which effectively secures the floor as still belonging to her before she continues (43-45)​[13]​.  This ‘ehm’ demonstrates her orientation to being accountable for producing a suitable next turn, which serves as recognition that she must speak given that she has self-selected to do so (i.e., ‘yes, I know I must continue, I just need a moment to start’).  Evidence in support of such an interpretation can be observed by the father continuing his ‘turn-and-gaze’ on the child (he does not continue reading). 
Possibly what is most significant is that the child stops singing immediately after her father begins to laugh.  Her body movements and facial expression change suddenly from rocking side to side with a smiling expression to being somewhat still and serious.  Up to this point, her gaze has been towards her sister, but she quickly looks at her father as she stops singing, looks down and away (to the left)  momentarily (possibly indicating embarrassment​[14]​).  The child then resumes eating while she tells her father that she sings the song at nursery. 
There may be grounds then for suggesting that the child is sensitive to her father’s laughter and orients to regaining her dignity or demonstrating normalcy by changing her demeanour and resuming eating.  This indicates her concern with ‘saving face’, as she appears to act in this manner to re-establish an image of normal behaviour, and her comments on her prior experience with the song provide a reason for her conduct.  Support for such an interpretation is evident in the observation that her father stops laughing, and seems to ‘make up’ for laughing by repeating her claim (whilst nodding his head) with ‘do you sing that way at nursery’.  Note that this utterance does not possess the intonational contour typical of a question, but instead a confirmatory statement, further emphasised with the father’s head nodding.  This serves to assist the child in ‘saving face’ which may index the child’s recognition that spontaneously singing can be interpreted positively or negatively.  In this instance the production of musicality is subtly interwoven with ongoing interpersonal dynamics.  With such observations in mind we can turn to an examination of the third phase of the study. 


Period 3: Musicality, play, narrative and dialogue..

By the third year and into the child’s fourth, over and above the marked increase in the number of instances of musicality, there are indications that a range of skills and competencies come into place as part and parcel of emerging musicality.  This is as one would expect given the changing nature of the child’s social and cognitive skills at this time, however the analysis of the extracts does highlight something of a developmental profile across the time period.  The first thing we can note is that now musicality can be used so as to indicate disagreement and possibly irony (sarcasm)  - there is evidence of this in extract 23 where the child responds immediately to the ‘song’ the father is making and does so echoing the sound-form but expressing disagreement and/or defiance.  As a social practice, spontaneous musicality serves a number of purposes beyond the support for word-play we observed in the earlier period.


Table 3 4 HERE

During this phase we also find more sophisticated examples of a meta-pragmatic awareness of musicality where specific comment is made about singing and songs during the interaction (extract 26).  Possibly the most striking finding during this period is the relationship between music and story-telling or narrative skill.  In extract 22 and, in an increasingly sophisticated manner in extract 28, musicality is employed as part of story production.  In the latter example, while pretending to read a book, character creation is produced with specific ‘song-elements’ which then begin to interweave in noticeable ways as part of the dialogue/action of the story.  This is done for her own benefit, self-focused and all very much part of a solitary play.  There is also a further extension of the ‘song-word’ relationship evident earlier, and increasing, instances where the transformation of song-to-word and word-to-song is exhibited (e.g., extract 25).
At the same time it is interesting that there is an increase in the number of occasions where the child’s spontaneous musicality appears to elicit no responses from those around her (her sibling or parents) – there is some sense in which is it no longer particularly remarkable.  Throughout this period, there are indications of closer interdependence between musicality and cognitive skills (similar to Dowker, 1989) .  This is highlighted in the final extract where, although engaged in drawing the spontaneous song that is produced incorporates a counting game.  Such observations reminds us that for a child at this age, many of these activities – word play, counting, imitation and repetition, singing and sound play are often interdependent activities, best viewed as a multi-model modal repertoire of skills and competencies.
The spontaneous manner in which the child can subtly interchange words, play noises and song while ‘pretending to read’reading  highlights the manner in which singing and talking are distinct yet complementary skills at her disposal.  This is evident in extract 4 C below, around  line 10, where following a short example of ‘troubles talk’ (where Ella indicates non-verbally her disquiet over her pancakes not being cooked quickly enough), and while reading a page with a letter ‘B’ on it, she begins to sing-play-tell-a-story, by combining two contrasting elements ‘singing’ with ‘pretend voice play’.

Extract 4 C:				                            Child age 3 years 

Context:  Breakfast time, Ella sitting at the table looking through a picture book, F moving around the kitchen preparing food.  Child is sitting turned away from the father (towards the camera).  
















By line 16 (and turning to a page with a letter C on it) she is commenting on a camel picture, interspersing this song about the animal with ‘instructions for action’, events which simulate concern (line 20) and possibly, mini-exemplars of topic-closure and resolution (line 28).  The intonational emphasis produced across this section of talk is striking in that the sound is carefully designed so as to indicate the ongoing mini-narrative​[15]​.  At line 28, there is an interesting example of her seeing the letter picture (E and an egg-cup), and immediately producing her own word for ‘Elephant’ (Em-nant) but doing so in a complete musical phrase – that is in the sense of musical sentence of unit, touching each image/letter as she song-plays.In order to highlight the interdependence between singing, word-play and narrative dialogue exhibited in this context, the images described in the extract are provided in the appendix (page 2).  We might note first, that it is on re-engaging with her reading activity around line 10, that the child’s conversation begins to exhibit characteristics somewhat akin to a choreographed performance of story-telling supplemented throughout with musical elements (singing).  
Across lines 10-17 the child produces story-like dialogue about a barber, a baby and then (the lower part of image 1), a boy blowing bubbles.  However, this is not simply a list of items identified in the book, instead her contrasting intonation, e.g., in line 17 where a ‘bee’ noise is followed immediately by a noticeably quieter phrase, serves to characterise and bring to life in a story format the images she is narrating while she waits to eat.  Furthermore, it is noticeable that there are key moments when new items or topics, discovered when she turns the pages, are introduced through singing (e.g., lines 10, 19 and 33).  The moment-by-moment sequential focus of conversation analysis helps bring out the fine-grain nature of the interweaved word-song-activity elements of the child’s reading skills.  Certainly,  The the  interdependence between play, pretend story production and spontaneous song is evident during this period, supporting the suggestions made by Young (2003) that children around this age can begin to integrate musical structure into some new activity, providing children with ‘one means among many, a musical means, to engage with experience’’ (p. 275).  


Discussion and concluding comments

At the outset the work reported here was aimed at contributing to the emerging literature emphasising the interpersonal dynamics of early musicality (Trevarthen 2005; Young, 2003).  Employing a longitudinal single-case approach the focus was on addressing four questions, (a) when does the young child begin to exhibit spontaneous behaviour which is treated by those around him/her as ‘musical; (b) what form does this ‘musicality’ take; (c) does musicality serve any particular purpose for the child and/or those around her (e.g., as play or learning), and (d) at what point, and in what manner, does this child show an awareness of music making as a social practice?  
In answer to the first question, it is not until around 1 year 6 months that we find evidence in this data corpus of behaviour which is treated as explicitly musical by others (adults or older siblings).  This was not to say that vocalisations and utterances made in prior months might mot be analysed for their musical properties, only that as a socially embedded practice, those around the target child did not specifically refer to her being intentionally musical until around the middle of the second year.  Curiously enough, we noted that the child’s own response to such reference was not always positive (e.g., in Extract 1 in Table  1 the child disengages from the interaction and ‘hides’ behind her hand when her father attempts to join in with her by mimicking her song​[16]​).
With regard to our second question, we can say that the form this musicality takes during the early phases it is closely related to affective and emotional/social aspects of the interaction and in some sense is highly dependent on the synchronicity of the interaction with an adult partner.  In extract 1 A there was a sequentially significant orientation by participants to the role of gesture as implicating a request for the production of a ‘musical object’, and it is interesting that this was at during a period when the target child has little vocabulary.  From this point, she then (during the next six months) becomes increasing independent musically, and indications of a close relationship between musicality and word-formation and word play are evident.  The reasons for this are unclear but it serves to remind us that language learning children hear words as ‘sounds’, not necessarily as initially very distinct lexical items.  The manner in which ‘word’ sounds gradually become distinct and to be differentiated from ‘music-sounds’ has yet to be fully understood, particularly given that the very earliest speech a child hears contains many of those same elements that constitute musicality (rhythm, rhyme and sound repetition, intonational change and transformation).  One observation of extract 2 B was the particularly manner in which musically repeated elements seem to serve as some form of ‘word-production’ scaffolding for this child.  The extent to which such practices bear on the emergence of early vocabulary how children’s schemas become ‘entrenched’ warrants consideration within child language research (e.g., Lieven, et al, 2003). 
By the later period over and above an increase in the occurrence of spontaneous musicality, probably the most interesting observation was the inter-relationship between musicality and story-playing – using musicality creatively in the production or realisation of characterisation and narrative structure.  This accords with the suggestions made by Bjørkvold (19851992) on song formulas performed by children noting that, 

“Some formulas, like words, can be homonyms: that can sound the same but have different meanings.  The prototypical song-formula motive of child culture (G-A-G-E) for example, can be used for narration and description as well as provocation.” (p. 74)

As for our third question the purpose or function of musical behaviour described above, we noted that these could be quite wide-ranging and not unexpectedly reflected the child’s age and the context she was in.  It was clear that as she developed, musicality could be employed so as to serve quite different purposes than music making ‘for it’s own sake’.  In one instance it served as an ‘other-correction’ procedure (extract 3), in another, as aWe noted how singing was a key component in spontaneous narrative production (extract 4C).   Certainly, this form of fine-detail analysis serves to highlight the interdependence between a child’s developing musicality and other social and cognitive competencies developing at the same time.  Our fourth question, music making as a social practice, is something the child displayed a distinct orientation towards during the second and third phase – that is explicitly referring to singing, songs and what you might be doing with them (e.g., to get attention, to challenge another’s interpretation of a song and so on).  We need to keep in mind however, musicality as ‘event and practice’ stands out from other sounds and activities going on around (including talk between participants) more in the earlier than later periods.  Furthermore, the child’s musicality itself can be best described as initially finding form and expression in dyadic interaction, closely synchronised with a partner, and then gradually becoming more of a self-focused and ‘individuated’ set of practices.  To some extent this pattern appears similar to that observed with the acquisition of language itself (Bruner & Sherwood, 1975; Bloom et al, 1996).
To conclude, although one must be very careful of over-generalisation when employing a single-case study design of this nature, the profile outlined above would seem to indicate that although instances and examples of child musicality during meal-times are relatively rare, the form they take, the purpose they serve and the effects that these behaviours appear to have may highlight important indicators of the development of musicality.  As one reviewer of this paper commented, further comparisons of everyday family interaction in other cultures, and with families from different backgrounds and professions (for example, in cases in which parents are musicians; or in cultures which have more of an oral tradition of singing) are necessary before conclusions regarding frequency could be made.  Not least however, a detailed profile of one child over an extended period of time serves as an initial starting point for understanding in more depth how that the development of musicality takes place, and ethomethodologically informed conversation analysis may be a helpful methodology for researchers in developmental psychology and music education how have an interest in this question. 
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Conversation analysis orthography 

Conversation Analysis: Transcription Conventions
Transcription Element	Meaning	Transcription Element	Meaning
 or 	Marked rise (or fall) in intonation	:::	Sounds that are stretched or drawn out (number of :: indicates the length of stretching)
underlining 	Used for emphasis (parts of the utterance that are stressed)	[  ]	Overlaps, cases of simultaneous speech or interruptions.  
UPPER-CASE LETTERS	Indicate increased volume (note this can be combined with underlining)	 word 	Shown when a passage of talk is noticeably quieter than the surrounding talk
.hhh 	A row of h’s with a dot in front of it indicates an inbreath.  Without the dot an outbreath 	=	When there is nearly no gap at all between one utterance and another
(comment) 	Analyst’s comment about something going on in the talk	(.)	Small pauses
> word< 	Noticeably faster speech 	(1.4)	Silences (time in secs)































F:	oh old king cole ? 
	(0.4)
E:	°yea° =
F:	= .hhh old king cole was a merry old soul
F:	and a merry old soul ⌈was he boom boom⌉
E:	                                 ⌊( ) bawyee⌋ rosie ⌈and dim⌉ (specific hand gesture)
F:	                                                               ⌊rosie and⌋ jim
	(parent imitates hand gesture) 
	(1.5)
F:	°rosie and jim° 			            (singing)
	(0.7)
F:	°rosie and jim° 
	(1)
F:	what do they do (.) sailing along on the old ⌈xxx⌉               (singing) 





F:	rub a dub dub three men in a tub ⌈and who do⌉ xx
E:	                                                     ⌊rosie an dim⌋ =
F:	= your mixing the tunes up                                        (laughs) 
	(0.5)
E:	⌈ro::s⌉
F:	⌊you sing⌋ rosie and jim and I'll sing rubadub dub 
	(0.5)
E:	⌈ro:::sie an jim⌉
F:	⌊rub a dub dub three men in a tub and who⌋ do you xx     (singing)
	(0.2)
F:	look to me 
	(0.3)			                     (parent stops signingsinging)
E:	↑ro::ie 
	(0.3)




F:	rosie ⌈and jim rosie and jim⌉
E:	        ⌊dub dub (.) dub dub⌋ 
	(0.3)
F:	⌈rosie oh⌉ sailing along on the ⌈old black duxx⌉





F:	rub a dub dub three men in a ⌈tub⌉
E:	                                               ⌊r::osie⌋ =
F:	= a⌈nd who do you think they be⌉






E:	= ohh eee (.) bo::↓wish =















E:	 x( ) dum then dye 
	(0.4)
E:	here dadd:::::Y 			(begins hand movement when passing cloth to F) 
	(0.4)
E:	dye am modda						 (singing)
	(0.4)
E:	in mo:: dye 
	(0.3)						(E puts hand in mouth)
E:	o::h =
F:	= I'll get some more paper 
	(2.7)							(F leaves the room)
E:	and mo::: dye (.) and mo::: dye   				 (singing) 
	(0.6)
E:	it when more up (.) the dye (.) a dye 
	(0.3)
E:	three wheels dye (.) free meal dye 
	(0.4)
E:	ve boop a cup 
	(0.3)
E:	fee will dye 
	(0.4)
E:	fee whell dye 
	(0.2)
E:	poo (.) cup 
	(0.4)
E:	a fee ea y::a 
	(0.3)
E:	a fee male dear 
	(0.4)
E:	put (.) pic 
	(0.6)
	(E looks directly at camera)
E:	cha 
	(0.9)








E:	fee male DEER 
	(0.4)							(F re-enters room) 
E:	put a fee male dear ⌈cup⌉					(looks up at F)
F:	                                ⌊oh you⌋ mean do a dear a
F:	female dear 
	(0.3)





F:	well I don't kow what you meant then 
	(0.5)
E:	⌈ta( ) xxxx⌉ ((murmuring sound))











EV:	I went to a chinese restaurant  		(singing) 
	(0.2)					(E begins to move rhythmically as she eats) 
EV:	to buy a loaf of bread bread bread 
	(0.4)
EV:	and ( ) ⌈x( ) xxxxx⌉
E:	            ⌊↑that's nice⌋ song eeya		(E moves h head to view EV as she speaks)
	(0.3)
EV:	what ? 									(stops singing)
	(0.4)
E:	that's nice song 
	(0.3)
EV:	I went to a chinese restaurant to buy a loaf of bread bread bread     (singing)
	(0.2) 				                                   (E resumes rocking motion)
EV:	I wrapped it up in a five pound note and this is what they said said
	said 
	(0.2)
EV:	my name is eye spy japenny da ra da rey 
	(0.3)
EV:	boys do foo foo 					(F turns and looks towards E) 
	(0.2)
EV:	girls do ↑pyong 
	(0.7)
EV:	wee wee I can do the hulla hoop just like this 
	(0.5)
EV:	do do do rae a do do do do rae a do ho ho ha ha do de roo doo bang




EV:	um that's a scary little seat 
	(2)
E:	⌈g::o⌉
EV:	⌊down in⌋ the jungle where dobody goes ((singing)) 
	(0.3)
EV:	there's a big fat belaa⌈::be⌉
E:	                                 ⌊((scream))::I::⌋			 (looks up towards EV)
	(0.3)
E:	oh no not big fat lady 
	(0.3)




E:	high low go⌈oby dooby⌉
EV:	                   ⌊goo⌈by dooby dooby⌋ hi low goody⌉ dooby dooby
F:	                           ⌊((laugh))⌋
E:	I sing at at nursery =				(F turns to EV then turns back towards E)
F:	= do you sing that way at nursery 
	(0.3)












E:	there's a mummy one ↑And a baby ⌈one⌉             (looking at Image 1 –[see appendix]) 
F:	                                                         ⌊oh⌋ a mummy one and a baby one 
	(4.9)	(F places cup on the table) 
E:	.hhh 					(show of open-mouthed surprise) 
	(0.5)
F:	I'm ↑making you some mo::re 
	(0.8)
F:	give me a chance 
	(0.8)							(looking at Image 2)
E:	a ba:: bar (.) and ↑ba (.) little ↑baby		(singing after 2nd pause) 
(0.2) 
E:	the little↑baby giggle gaggle goo 		(pointing and touching Image 2) 
	(0.7)
E:	bubble °I can’t blow it very well help me mummy it’s getting bigger°
	[sound of grill being moved by F]
	(1.4)
E:	and beeze can zite °a pa pa°
	(2.4)							(E turns page – looking at image 3)




E:	↑What is at ? 			(pretend-play voice again)
	(0.8)





	(2.6)		(sound of grill again) 
E:	°okay ( ) xxxx° 
	(3.6)						(E turns page – now looking at Image 4) 
E:	e::: and the egg and the em:::nant 	(touching each letter/image – while singing)
	(0.6)
E:	↓and the colcom pompom 
	(0.8)
E:	and the little x( )                    (looks at F's plate)
E:	there's a mummy one ↑And a baby ⌈one⌉
F:	                                                         ⌊oh⌋ a mummy one and a baby one 
	(4.9)	(F places cup on the table) 
E:	.hhh 					(show of open-mouthed surprise) 
	(0.5)
F:	I'm ↑making you some mo::re 
	(0.8)
F:	give me a chance 
	(0.8)
E:	bar  x( ) some ( ) xx( ) be
(0.2) 
E:	xxxxx( ) the ↑baby giggle gaggle goo 		(pointing at book) 
	(1)
E:	buggle I can’t 
	(2.6)




E:	↑What is at ? 			(pretend-play voice)
	(0.8)






E:	°okay ( ) xxxx° 
	(3.6)
E:	e::: and the egg and the em:::nant 	(touching each letter/image – and singing)
	(0.6)
E:	↓and the colcom pompom 
	(0.8)











Tables describing the classification of musical activities events






Phase One (age 1.5 – 2 years) (n=7)	Affective/emotional expressionInterpersonal and synchronic musicality	Rhythmic rocking motionsSong-sound imitation
Phase Two(age 2-2.5 years)(n=10)	Musical independenceMusic-like word playRepetitive imitation and song alteration skills	Word-association song playSinging for attention







Table 1 2 Forms of musicality  [age 1.5 – 2 years]

Extract	Age(weeks)	Event	Form & Function	Other Observations..
1	77 	Song-sound	Song-like rhythm	Child exhibits discomfort at reference to her singing being made
2	85	Request music	Elicited by rocking motion	Request becomes more marked and demanding 
3	89	Responds to nursery song	Displays disagreement to song performance	The child rocks rhythmically to song
4	94(a)	Attends carefully to song and participates	Non-verbal nursery song actions central to performance	Noteworthy attention by the child on performance of nursery songs. Child requests another song as parent sings. 
5	94(b)	Request song from parent	Subtle interplay of two songs	Sophisticated song play in the extract. 
6	99(a)	Song and song actions	Rocking action and arm movements in time – partial repetition of words	Example appear to be linked to displaying emphathyChild displays empathy through action




Table 2  3  Forms of musicality  [age 2 – 2.5  years]
Extract	Ageweeks	Event	Form & Function	Other Observations..
8	104(a) 	Various song and  song noises	Produces while along	Song accompanies physical movements with spoon
9	104(b)	Produces song section on request	Part-song	An early example of child producing music on request. 
10	108(a)	Word-song 	Emerges from statement and used to gain attention	Word-song is employed to interrupt the talk of others
11	108(b)	Repetition of part of nursery song	Follows on from word-sound 	Produces additional elements of song recognised by others. 
12	108(c)	Word-song singing	Play with word sound within song	Word sounds noticeably stand out from song
13	112	Sound/song with words	Story-like song and performance	Noticeable in appears self-directed song
14	116	Rhythmic sound	To gain attention	Musicality employed to communicate aims  
15	120(a)	Responds to song and also corrects singer	Sings as opportunity to show song knowledge	Example of ‘other-repair’ or correction in singing. 
16	120(b)	Repeats song and changes lyrics	To gain attention	Noticeable rhythmic movement alongside singing. 




Table 3 4 Forms of musicality  [age 2.5 – 3.10 years]

Extract	Age(weeks)	Event	Form & Function	Other Observations
18	125(a) 	Sound rhythm noise	Sound associated actions	Interrupts song briefly to disagree with sibling
19	125(b)	Sings nursery rhyme 	Deliberately changes words 	Child interest in other’s response to her singing
20	133(a)	Singing	Singing in background	Singing elicited when adults disengage with child
21	133(b)	Sound-song	Used for defiance	Child called to account.
22	133(c)	Singing while playing	Embedded in actions of play story	Employs song in elaborate story-play.  
23	140​[17]​	Copies song	To express disagreement with participant	Example of songSong used to manipulate actions and express intention
24	143(a)	Begins nursery rhyme	Reproduction of lines of verse	Instance where reference is made to singing words 
25	143(b)	Singing part of nursery rhyme 	Play-song with changing words and actions	Repeated transformation of sound/song to words
26	143(c)	Singing while ‘play reading’	Adapts nursery song 	Refers to objects as ‘saying and singing’
27	150	Singing while playing	Accompanying actions used to express emotion	Sings plaintively on behalf of one of her toys (pretend singing)
28	159	Singing while play reading	As part of ‘story-reading’	Song elements related to narrative of the play story
29	169 	Singing while playing	Interweaving of  dialogue, song and narrative	Musicality and story development interlinked. 
30	178	Copies singing	Companionship	Imitation is repeated and changes form
31	179	Song-like talk	Calling somebody to account	Distinct from of prosody used to accuse another. 



































F:	climbing up the castle climbing up the castle              ((Father singing))
	(0.4) 
E:	no we are not 		((Ella responds singing the same ‘tune’))
	(0.4)
E:	not climbing up 		((Ella continues singing))
	(0.5)
E:	o::o e::e o:::o 		 ((singing tone)) 
	(0.2)
F:	climbing up the [castle]
E:		            [s do::]::ing 
	(0.4)




F:	give it to daddy 

























^1	  The exemplary case study is distinguished from the symptomatic case and the particular case.  The symptomatic case is regarded as ephiphenomenal, as being generated from some underlying process.  The particular case involves the study of some social event or phenomenon with the aims of explaining the case by orienting towards it as possessing a substantial identity.
^2	  See http://www.sscnet.ucla.edu/soc/faculty/schegloff/ as an example of a data corpus facility being linked to published work. 
^3	  The files can be accessed from the CHILDES data base see http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/media/Eng-UK/Forrester/ and also http://childes.psy.cmu.edu/ to download the public-domain software required to access the files. 
^4	  Conversation analysis originally emerged as a specific method aligned with an approach in sociology known as ethnomethodology. Ethnomethodologists focus on people’s own ideas and understandings about whatever it is they are doing and it is these understandings which guide the analytic enterprise. Ethnomethodology can be defined as the study of ‘ethnic’ (the participant’s own) methods of the production and interpretation of social interaction – a rational analysis of the structures, procedures and strategies that people themselves use when they are making, and making sense of, their everyday world. Conversation analysis itself aims to show how meanings and representa​tions in discourse are produced through the structures, procedures and practices of talk. Conversation analysts have been principally concerned with classifying and describing the structures and general procedures employed by people in understanding and taking part in conversations (Psathas 1995). These include turn-taking, closing conversations, introducing topics, asking questions, making requests and other related features of talk. 
^5	  See also Weeks (1996; 2002) for studies in music that have adopted an ethnomethodological appraoch. 
^6	  The author wished to acknowledge the assistance of Matthew Wilson & Flora Michalopoulou who assisted with the identification and coding of extracts. 
^7	  The full extracts of all examples are available for further scrutiny in appendix (2).The details line-numbers for the extracts in this paper are: Extract A (week 94 (b)) 	 – 094.cha lines 1018-1094 Extract B (week 108(c)) 	 – 108.cha lines 1475-1531Extract C (week 159) 	 – 159.cha lines 384-415The full extracts of all examples are available for further scrutiny in the data corpus at the CHILDES web-site (CHILDES, 2008).  For identification, they are can be found at Childes WebData: Extract 1 (week 77)	– 077.cha lines 1510-1542Extract 2 (week 85)  	 – 085.cha lines 1237-1282Extract 3 (week 89) 	 – 089.cha lines 207-246Extract 4 (week 94 (a)) 	 – 094.cha lines  737-887Extract 5 (week 94 (b)) 	 – 094.cha lines 1018-1094*A in paper Extract 6 (week 99 (a)) 	 – 099.cha lines 324-351Extract 7 (week 99 (b)) 	 – 099.cha lines 417-440Extract 8 (week 104 (a)) 	 – 104.cha lines 201-238Extract 9 (week 104 (b)) 	 – 104.cha lines 608-624Extract 10 (week 108(a)) 	 – 108.cha lines 589-650Extract 11 (week 108(b)) 	 – 108.cha lines 691-723Extract 12 (week 108(c)) 	 – 108.cha lines 1475-1531 *B in paperExtract 13 (week 112) 	 – 112.cha lines 261-279Extract 14 (week 116) 	 – 116.cha lines 416-432Extract 15 (week 120 (a)) 	 – 120.cha lines 696-746Extract 16 (week 120 (b)) 	 – 120.cha lines 792-833Extract 17 (week 120 (c)) 	 – 120.cha lines 859-871Extract 18 (week 125 (a)) 	 – 125.cha lines 222-233Extract 19 (week 125 (b)) 	 – 125.cha lines 278-296Extract 20 (week 133 (a)) 	 – 133.cha lines  489-515.Extract 21 (week 133 (b)) 	 – 133.cha lines 670-697Extract 22 (week 133 (c)) 	 – 133.cha lines 767-824Extract 23 (week 140) 	 – 140.cha lines 541-561Extract 24 (week 143 (a)) 	 – 133.cha lines 929-956Extract 25 (week 143 (b)) 	 – 143.cha lines 1023-1068Extract 26 (week 143 (c)) 	 – 143.cha lines 1881-1982Extract 27 (week 150) 	 – 150.cha lines 212-246Extract 28 (week 159) 	 – 159.cha lines 384-415 * C in paperExtract 29 (week 169) 	 – 169.cha lines 685-711Extract 30 (week 178) 	 – 178.cha lines 829-849Extract 31 (week 179) 	 – 179.cha lines 140-163Extract 32 (week 198) 	 – 198.cha lines 692-716
^8	  In terms of research practice CA as an inductive qualitative methodology typically involves an initial phase where regular patterns of interaction are identified, a second phase where the normative orientation of participants are described, often through the careful examination of ‘deviant cases’ and then finally a functional specification of the organization discovered and described in the prior phases.  This final phases focuses on interpretation with respect to the wider matrix of interaction or what Ten Have (1999: 223) calls, ‘the explication of the endogenous logic that provides for the sense of the (inter)actions, as part of a lived moral-practical order’.3 It is important to remember that CA is very much an ethnomethodological project – that is, it is focused on the sense-making practices of everyday social life and how participants co-produce social order in a dynamic ever-unfolding immediate present. 
^9	  Note for example, Young’s (2006) comment on the criteria underpinning her identification of examples of singing, “For this purpose, I drew some lines around such vocalisations (e.g., crying). What I counted as improvised singing considerably stretched the conventional ‘educational’ notion of singing; I listened for sound that was being produced with a definite timbral quality, often quite full-blown with sound, for some kind of pitch contour and some form of articulation in phrasing or rhythmic grouping, however brief or short.” (p. 269). 
^10	   The video and audio clips associated with the four three extracts (A-C) discussed in this paper can be viewed at http://www.kent.ac.uk/psychology/department/people/forresterma/musicProj.htm.  See appendix 1 for an outline of the CA conventions for transcriptions. 
^11	  The three songs the participants sing are ‘Old King Cole’, ‘Rosie and Jim’ (from a children’s TV programme) and ‘Rub-a-dub-dub’.
^12	  Within ethnomethodology and conversation analysis, in order to possess the required level of competence for ‘doing formulating’ members need to be able to exhibit, in a methodical way, their recognition that ‘doing formulating’ is going on, and that they can display to co-participants that they are able to engage in those actions which make such ‘formulated doings’ possible (see also Heritage & Watson, 1979). Doing formulating appropriately thus seems to involve having the ability to indicate to others, on occasion, that one recognises that the actions which make conversations possible are reﬂexively accountable practices . As an example of the way that a participant may employ a part of a conversation as an occasion to formulate the conversation, consider the folllowing exchange: A: I’m not sure what you mean B: Well, look, what I said to make my position clear was this. (After Garﬁnkel and Sacks, 1970: p. 351). 
^13	  The significance of ‘holding the floor’ in conversation, and the question of speaker turn-allocation has been a central element of conversation analysis for a number of years (e.g., Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson, 1974). 
^14	  Her gaze is in the direction of downward and to the left, which is indicative of social embarrassment according to Keltner and Anderson (2000).  They have proposed that the act of appearing embarrassed serves an important function in showing orientation to being observed as ‘not normal’, which in itself (this public recognition) serves to re-establish the appearance of normalcy.
^15	  As with the other extract examples readers are invited to listen to recorded clips of this extract at  http://www.kent.ac.uk/psychology/department/people/forresterma/musicProj.htm .
^16	  Further details of this example (Extract 1, week 77 lines 1519-1542 in file 077.cha in the CHILDES web site) indicate that, at particularly after line 1540 when the father refers to her singing and then attempts to join in, the child uses her body and arm-movements immediately after the father begins, in service of disengaging with the interaction.  The father displays an orientation to her action by specifically commenting (at line 1541, “No, you don’t” [want to join in]).   
^17	  See appendix page 3 for analysis of this extract. 
